1. Consider the minutes of the October 5, 2017 meeting.

---

### Conditional Use Permits

2. **326 CLAY ST**, zoned R-4DT  
   Consider a request for a **Conditional Use Permit** in order to operate a transitional home in an R-4DT zone.  
   References: Zoning Ordinance, Article 8, Sections 8.2A7/6a  
   Applicant: Stepping Out LLC

3. **701 & 709 BRECKENRIDGE ST**, zoned B-4  
   Consider a request for a **Conditional Use Permit** in order to operate a landscaping service business in a B-4 zone.  
   References: Zoning Ordinance, Article 8, Sections 8.2H8/33a  
   Applicant: Thomas N. Thompson and Sam Mathis

---

### New Business